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Kim Ridley is a science writer, editor, and author of the picture 

books The Secret Pool and The Secret Bay. Her passion is sharing her 

love of nature and writing with children and adults. A Maine native 

whose roots go back many generations, Kimberly is an avid birder 

and naturalist who loves exploring wetlands, beaches, woods, and 

other wild places around her home. She never leaves home without 

her binoculars and hand lens, green rubber boots, and a notebook.

RebeKah Raye is an artist beloved for her bird and animal paint-

ings and sculpture, derived from her affinity with the natural world 

around her studio in East Blue Hill, Maine. In Rebekah’s words, “My 

early interest in animals of all kinds continues to be the focus of my 

painting and sculpture. Our pet chickens, geese, and cats - as well as 

the wild fox, bobcat, crows, and deer - are my inspiration. The more 

I learn about the animals I paint, the more I understand how we are 

all related.” Rebekah’s award-winning children’s books include The 

Very Best Bed, Bear-ly There, The Secret Pool, Swimming Home, and 

The Secret Bay.

The Secret Bay
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1. Why do estuaries form?

2. How does winter ice disturb an estuary?

3. Isn’t mummichog a great name for a fish? If you discovered a new species of fish in your local waterway, what 
would you name it - and why?

4. How does trash affect the animals in an estuary?

1. Visit a local estuary and draw a picture of a bird, creature, or plant that you find there.

2. Alewives are a common estuary creature. Are there alewives in your local estuary or river? If so, ask your family 
members, teachers, or friends if they have any memories of past alewife runs.

3. Contact a local environmental organization and ask them how your class can help your local estuary. 

4. Choose a creature from The Secret Bay and research at least 10 additional facts about the creature. Create a 
fact sheet - or a profile page - for the creature.

5. Estuaries are a sort of “quiet place” for animals and can serve as a calm place during their journey. Make a 
collage of your ideal quiet place - where you go to recharge, take a break, or calm down.
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ONLINE CONNECTIONS

“Where River Meets The Sea” Game: Oscar the Otter’s home is being 

threatened by pollution. Help him on his journey to find the Oracle, who has 

the answer to save his precious habitat: http://games.noaa.gov/oscar/

Restore America’s Estuaries - The effects of climate change and other 

threats to estuaries: https://www.estuaries.org

Kids Do Ecology - Estuaries: 

http://kids.nceas.ucsb.edu/biomes/estuaries.html

Video: What is an Estuary? So Now You Know! - Produced by the Associa-

tion of National Estuary Programs as a fun explanation of what estuaries are 

and why they are important. Seven minutes long. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeyOA0mwBhc

Video: Intertidal Biome - The tides are generated by the gravitational forces 

between the moon, sun, and Earth. The intertidal zone is the coastal area 

between the high tide mark and the low tide mark. Not a huge area maybe, 

but for the organisms that live here it means putting up with some serious 

physical and biological stresses. Have a look! Six minutes, 41 seconds: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u64ppKBY3cM

Sweetgrass grows near estuaries and is frequently used in Maine bas-

ketweaving. Information on saving and maintaining sweetgrass: 

http://www.wabanaki.com/sed/PDFs/sweetgrass_08272004.pdf
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TEXT TO TEXT CONNECTIONS 

Swimming Home, by Susan Hand Shetterly and illustrated by Rebekah 
Raye.  Grades K - 5.

One Little Alewife Counting Home, by Coreysha Stone. Grades PreK - K.

An Estuary Food Chain: A Who-Eats-What Adventure in North America (Fol-
low that Food Chain), by Rebecca Hogue Wojahn and Donald Wojahn. 
Grades 3 & up.

Many Biomes, One Earth, by Sneed B. Collard III and illustrated by 
James Needham. Grades 1 - 3.

Citizen Scientists: Be a Part of Scientific Discovery from Your Own Back-
yard, by Loree Griffin Burns with photographs by Ellen Harasimowicz. 
Grades 3 - 6.

America’s Wetlands: Guide to Plants and Animals (America’s Ecosystems), 
by Marianne Wallace. Grades 3 & up.

Marvels in the Muck: Life in the Salt Marshes, by Doug Wechsler. Grades 
4 & up.

Fun with Nature: Take Along Guide, by Mel Borin, Diane Burns, and 
Leslie Dendy. Grades 2 - 5.

Keeping a Nature Journal: Discover a Whole New Way of Seeing the World 
Around You, by Clare Walker Leslie and Charles Roth. Grades 6 & up.

Wild Ideas: Let Nature Inspire Your Thinking, by Elin Kelsey and il-
lustrated by Soyeon Kim. Grades PreK - 2.

The Wonder Garden: Wander through 5 habitats to discover 80 amazing ani-

mals, by Jenny Broom and illustrated by Kristjana Williams. Grades 2 - 5.

20 Ways to Draw a Tree and 44 Other Nifty Things from Nature: A 
Sketchbook for Artists, Designers, and Doodlers, by Eloise Renouf. 
Grades 5 & up.
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kingfisher

periwinkle

osprey

mummichog

alewife

cormorant

damselfly

oyster

pickleweed

terrapin

Word Search
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The Secret BayVocabulary Match

Draw a line from the word on the left to the definition on the right that best matches.

amphipod

brackish

carnivore

herbivore

detritus

spartina

fungi

elver

gastropod

halophyte

organisms (such as mold, mushrooms) that feed on decaying matter

plant-eater

one shell mollusc (such as a snail)   

a group of salt-tolerant marsh grasses

baby eel

small crustacean that resembles a shrimp

a plant that can grow in a salty environment

meat-eater

water that is somewhat salty

particles of dead plant and animal matter that are decomposing
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The Secret BaySpot Observations

“Accuracy of observation is the equivalent of accuracy of thinking” – Wallace Stevens, American Poet

Like a scientist, you can use a variety of methods, 

tools, and techniques to understand your natural 

world. With just a rope and a field journal you 

can begin to observe and gather data through 

“Spot Observations.”

1. Choose a spot you can keep a close eye on.

2. Take a rope or string that is about 3-4 ft. long and tie the 
ends together to form a circle.

3. Lay the circle you have made on the spot you have chosen.

4. Visit the spot at different times of the day and over several 
days. Notice changes that are taking place (are insects living 
there, anything growing, any evidence of life, is the spot sunny 
or in the shade)

5. Record your observations, questions, and hypothesis in 
your field journal
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The Secret Bay

Writing Concepts

1. Write Point-of-View stories using an animal character from the book.

2. Write an estuary poem - try a rhyming poem, or haiku!

3. Make an ABC concept book on estuaries.

4. Write a fictional interview with a terrapin turtle.

5. Write a letter to the editor in defense of estuary protection.

6. Write and illustrate your own children’s book about estuaries.

7. Write a how-to article on protecting estuaries from pollution.
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COMMON CORE STANDARDS

Kindergarten: 
Reading Literature: With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a text. http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/K/1/

First grade: 
Reading Informational Text: Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text. http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/1/2/

second grade:
Reading Informational Text: Know and use various text features (e.g., captions, bold print, subheadings, glossaries, indexes, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or informa-
tion in a text efficiently.  http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/5/

third grade:
Reading Literature: Explain how specific aspects of a text’s illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize aspects of a character 
or setting). http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/3/7/

Fourth grade: 
Speaking & Listening: Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud. http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/4/2/

FiFth grade:
Language: Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/4/

sixth grade: 
Reading Literature: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word 
choice on meaning and tone. http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/6/4/

seventh grade: 
Reading Informational Text: Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze their development over the course of the text; provide an objective summary of the text.
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/7/2/

eighth grade: 
Reading Literature: Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/8/1/

The Secret Bay
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